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Texprocess Americas 2014: Overview of exhibits at the JUKI Booth 

 

In Texprocess Americas 2014, to be held from this coming 13th to 15th of May, 2014 in Atlanta, Georgia, 

USA., JUKI is going to display 10 different state-of-the-art models of industrial sewing machines and 

household sewing machines, including the AMS-224ENGSZ/X7910D (all-area perfect stitch type). 

 

●Venue：Georgia World Congress Center Atlanta, GA 

●JUKI Booth：Booth # ３２１３ 

●Scale exhibition：４００ sq ft = ３７．２ sq M 

●Number of models to be displayed: Industrial Sewing Machines：６ models、Household Sewing Machines：４ 

models 

 

＜Industrial Sewing Machines＞ 

1) LK-1900BHS  

Computer-controlled, High-speed, Bartacking Machine 

●Features 

The machine achieves a sewing speed of 3,200sti/min. The machine's starting, stopping, thread-trimming 

and automatic presser lifting speeds have been increased to significantly shorten total cycle time. 

2) LBH-1790AS  

Computer-controlled, High-speed, Buttonholing Machine 

●Features 

The LBH-1790A Series follows the world's highest sewing speed and dry-head mechanism of its 

predecessor model. In addition, this machine comes with the latest model operation panel which is 

installed with a USB port. Furthermore, all drive mechanisms have been digitalized to manage each sewing 

pattern individually. 

 

3) MF7923U11B56UT59  

High-speed, Cylinder-bed, Top & Bottom Coverstitch Machine   Pneumatic type top and bottom thread 

trimming device (with a thread-fray-prevention function) 

●Features 

The thread won't be frayed by making a knot at the end of sewing. 

 

4) LU-2810A60BBS 

1-needle, Unison-feed, Lockstitch Machine with a Vertical-axis Large Hook 

 (With an automatic thread trimmer of the V-Belt type) 

●Features 



A high and long arm has been adopted. The machine is suited to the sewing of car seats, sofas and bags. 

It is a sewing machine provided with dramatically improved workability and functions which are required 

for sewing large products and extra heavy-weight materials 

 

5) PLC-2760SCA-70BB 

Post-bed, Unison-feed, Lockstitch Machine with a Vertical-axis Large Hook 

 (2-needle, with an automatic thread trimmer) 

●Features 

It is the most-advanced sewing machine which is best-suited to the sewing of heavy weight materials in 

sewing processes such as car-seats, sofas and sports goods. The long distance from the machine arm to 

the needle contributes to improved workability. 

 

6) AMS-224EN6030SZ/X7910 

Computer-controlled Cycle Sewing Machine Input Function (Whole area Perfect Stitch type)  

●Features 

The AMS-224EN/X7910 has removed the area where hitch stitches are produced to make the total area 

capable of sewing with perfect stitches, thereby improving seam quality. 

 

＜Household Sewing Machines＞ 

1) MO-1000 

2-Needle, 2/3/4-Thread Overlock with Easy Threader and Differential Feed 

●Features 

MO-1000 has easy threader function, with which looper threads can be threaded at once by air. Together 

with automatic needle threader, you will enjoy overlock sewing with ease like a Pro.  

 

2) HZL-355ZW-A (Coming soon) 

Electric Sewing Machine with 26-Stitch Patterns including 1-step Buttonhole 

●Features 

HZL-355ZW-A can sew 26 various stitch patterns with simple operation. It has automatic needle 

threading function and does one-step buttonholing and button attaching. You will enjoy full sewing 

experience. 

 

3) HZL-353ZR-C (Coming soon) 

Electric Sewing Machine with 21-Stitch Patterns including 1-step Buttonhole 

●Features 

HZL-353ZR-C can sew 21 various stitch patterns with simple operation. It has an automatic needle 

threading function and does one-step buttonholing and button attaching. You will enjoy full sewing 

experience. 

 

4) HZL-12ZS (Trial) 

Electric Sewing Machine with 5-Stitch Patterns including 4-step Buttonhole 

●Features 

HZL-12ZS is a compact sewing machine with easy operation. It has an automatic needle threader and 

sews a buttonhole with simple 4 steps. 

 


